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Good afternoon,

I am writing this email for myself and the 200-plus residents that have signed our paper and online
petition as of now.

Our petition requests the council to revisit the approved updated general plan, specifically the
rezoning of the 675 acres on Dos Reis Road that have been rezoned to include warehouse and
distribution.

We understand the general plan is fluid, and there are no plans today for warehouse and
distribution, but there is no guarantee that it won’t happen, and that’s a risk we don’t want to take.

We also understood there were multiple options that the council could have looked at, specifically
on the rezoning of the 675 acres, but chose not to even ask about those options.

We also understand that our school district requested the council to look at the other options for
the safety of our children and school staff, but that request seemed to go on deaf ears, as well as
the request from our neighboring City of Manteca.

So today, I'm asking the Mayor to open this back-up, as he did for the community when they
contested the Brookhurst roundabout.

We believe if you don't, and the city chooses to have warehouse and distribution in the verbiage,
they will open a door for not only the city but for the county to make that area an industrial zone,
which is the last thing the residents want for our city!

So again, please revisit the general plan and put “safeguards” that will protect our community
today and 20 years from now by removing warehouses and distribution from the general plan.

Thank you for your time,
Christina Campoy-Laughlin

Have a great day!
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